Gnome-surprise card tutorial!
By Laurence Mirman
Stampin'Up demonstrator in the Yvelines (In France)
Matérial :



1 sheet of Soft Suede cardstock



1 sheet of Crumb Cake Cardstock





1 piece of White Cardstock

Stamp set Gnome for the Holidays (réf
155322)



Poinsettia Place DSP



Stampin’Blends

Tutorial :
Cut the Crumb cake cardstock into two rectangles:
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B
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A : 14,85 x 21 cm ; fold to 10,5cm (on 21cm)



B : 14 X 21 cm ; fold to 1cm, 7cm, 13cm et 16

cm.
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Notch

On B, on the crease at 7cm, draw a notch at 4.5 cm on each side;
then cut it.
On B, cut diagonally as shown in the photo starting on each side
of the fold at 13 cm .
Cut the corners of the tab at the bottom.

5cm

Stamp the tree stump onto B, then re-stamp the stump and gnomes onto a white paper drop. Colour the
patterns on the fall with white. Then carefully cut them out (I left some white around the gnomes, but not
around the stump).
Glue the gnomes to the B-tips, as well as the strain superimposed to the one buffered on B.
Fold the B folds into snail and pass the gnomes through
the notch.

Glue B to A, following the fold of the
middle of A, glue the part of B between
the folds 13 and 16 cm.
Then glue the tab of B to 3cm from the
middle fold of A.

Decorate the interior with 2
rectangles of plain 14,3 X 7
cm paper and 2 rectangles of
patterned 13,8 cm X 6,5 cm
paper. Add a label with a
feeling.
Finally, decorate the exterior with a plain paper rectangle of 14,3 X 10 cm and a patterned paper rectangle
of 13,8 X 9,5 cm. Add matching cutouts to the theme to finish.
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